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MEETING:  EMPLOYEE  PARTNERSHIP  FORUM: 

THURSDAY  5  JUNE  2014 
PERTH FIRE STATION 

 
PRESENT 
John McFadden (Chair/FBU); Dave Boyle (Director/West Service Delivery); Kirsty Darwent (Board 
Member); Michael Davidson (Fire Officers Association); Lindsay Docherty (POD Manager – Employee 
Relations/Policy Development; John Hackett (UNISON); Peter Heath (LSO/East SDA; )Derek Jackson 
(UNISON); Robin Iffla (Board Member); Karen Lockhart (Head/Health, Safety, Org Wellbeing)Peter 
Murray (Director/Service Delivery East); Marion Nicholson (Head of HR/OD); Sarah O’Donnell 
(Director/Finance & Contractual Services); Denise Rooney (Equality & Diversity); Gill Cochrane 
(Notes).   
 
1. WELCOME / OPENING REMARKS 

John McFadden welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 

2. APOLOGIES 
 Alasdair Hay, Chief Officer 
 Alex Clark, Deputy Chief Officer 
 David Goodhew, Director / Response & Resilience 
 Debbie Hutchings, UNISON 
 Jim Kilpatrick, Retained Firefighters Union 
 Glyn Morgan, Fire Officers Association 
 Lewis Ramsay, Director / Prevention & Protection 
 Robert Scott, Director of Service Delivery (North) 
 Pat Watters, Chair/SFRS Board 
 

3. DRAFT MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING:  24  APRIL  2013 
These were accepted with the following amendment: 
 
Section 8 / bullet point 4:  following the words ...and in negotiation with Trade Unions…it 
was agreed that the reference to a particular union should be deleted as it was irrelevant. 
 

4. MATTERS ARISING 
None. 
 

5. CHAIR’s DUTIES 
Lindsay Docherty invited comment and views regarding the responsibilities associated with 
the role of Chair of this group, including whether or not the current Chair would take on the 
role of agenda preparation/call for agenda items.  John McFadden expressed appreciation 
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for the support provided to him specifically for today’s meeting in terms of agenda 
preparation, and would be happy for this to continue. 
 
It was agreed that: 
 Details of items for inclusion in the agenda for future meetings should be copied to 

John McFadden;  ACTION:  ALL 
 Assistance with preparation of the agenda for meetings of the Employee Partnership 

Forum would be provided to the Chair.  ACTION:  DIANE VINCENT/LINDSAY DOCHERTY  
 
6. UPDATE:  CHAIR OF SFRS BOARD 

As the Chair of the SFRS Board was unable to attend, there were no issues to update. 
 

7. CHIEF OFFICER’s UPDATE 
As the Chief Officer was unable to attend, there were no issues to update. 
 

8. WORKING TOGETHER FRAMEWORK 
(i) Update:  Partnership Advisory Group 

It was noted that this group had not met since the last meeting of the Employee Partnership 
Forum.  The next meeting was scheduled to take place on 27 June. 
 

(ii) Resource Working Group (RWG) 
Sarah O’Donnell advised that, as discussed at the last HR/Payroll Project Board, a report 
would be brought forward to the next meeting of the Partnership Advisory Group, and it was 
noted that: 
 The RWG had continued with meetings over the last two months; 
 Resource-based crewing had been implemented, with the main work done in the East; 
 The RWG was giving consideration to the wider aspects of the harmonisation elements 

of Conditions etc. 
 
Peter Murray commented that the RWG had endeavoured to ensure that resources were 
deployed effectively, with the ground rules having been set through partnership working 
between the FBU and SFRS.  John McFadden commented that he was encouraged that the 
approach appeared to be working. 
 

(iii) Discipline / Grievance / Dispute Caseload 
Lindsay Docherty outlined details of emerging trends which had been presented to the 
previous meeting of the Staffing Committee.  Trends would continue to be reported to both 
the Employee Partnership Forum and the Staffing Committee. 
 
It was agreed that future trend analyses would be reported on a quarterly basis.  ACTION:  
LINDSAY DOCHERTY 
 

9. PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
(i) POD Strategy:  Presentation / Update on Progress 

Peter Heath circulated a report together with the Draft POD Strategy 2014-16.  He updated 
members of progress on its development and sought early feedback as part of the 
consultation process. 
 
Peter outlined the background to the development of the POD Strategy, including 
information on the SWOT analysis, the role of the POD Strategy, and the strategic themes 
and outcomes. 
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During discussion, it was suggested that the document should be subject to a Plain English 
exercise, and that a simplified summary could be helpful. 
 
It was agreed that: 
 The document should be subject of a Plain English exercise;  ACTION:  PETER HEATH 
 A simplified summary should be circulated for comment;  ACTION:  PETER HEATH 
 The document to include reference to the Trade Unions in the introduction.  ACTION:  

PETER HEATH 
 

(ii) POD Performance Report 
Peter Heath outlined the work being undertaken in liaison with Diane Vincent, including 
development of a comprehensive suite of Performance Indicators, and consistency in 
reporting POD outcomes.  Meetings were taking place with POD managers, the Data Services 
Manager (Stewart Ross), and ICT to consider how to ensure these were user friendly.  A 
report would be brought forward in due course.  
 

(iii) Organisational Change Management Plan:  Progress Report and Update on VSER 
Marion Nicholson advised that: 
 A report for noting was presented to the SFRS Board on 29 May; 
 A Change Management web page has been prepared and will be available in the near 

future; this will include FAQ updates and other issues of interest; 
 Interview skills training had been organised by AM David McGown as part of the 

collaborative partnership with Representative Bodies and Kelvin College, and is aimed at 
staff not yet matched; 150 people had expressed interest; 

 Two sessions have been organised prior to the College summer break, and we are 
seeking courses to commence as soon as possible after their return in mid-August. 

 
Control 
 145 notes of interest had been received for VS/ER; 
 Pension estimates and details of lump sum benefits have been requested; 
 Work is ongoing on the Control Room structures and, when that is in place, 

consideration would be given to VS/ER applications; 
 Responses to FAQs have been uploaded to the intranet; 
 The Change Management Team had met with FBU colleagues on 30 May. 
 
In response to a question from Robin Iffla regarding timescales for confirmation of Control 
Room structures, Marion and the Chair advised that a definitive date was not yet available. 
 
Strategic Intent 
 The first briefing for managers with responsibility for staff in buildings affected by 

Strategic Intent was held on 4 June,  and a second session would be delivered on 11 
June; 

 A meeting was held with Trade Union colleagues to brief them on the content of the 
managers’ briefings and to update them on progress to date; 

 Denise Rooney advised that the Strategic Intent document had been equality impact 
assessed. 

 
John Hackett expressed thanks for the briefing session that took place today, which was 
helpful in providing insight to the briefings being given to managers. 
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Admin Review 
It was noted that: 
 A member of the Change Management Team had attended each of the staff briefing 

sessions, and will provide support as required; 
 Response to FAQs will be compiled. 
 
Voluntary Severance 
 66 applications were approved by the Panel. 
 
Derek Jackson raised a concern in regard to the interview training being outsourced when 
this could have been delivered by internal IT Trainers.  Marion Nicholson clarified that the 
nature of this training could not be delivered by IT Trainers. 
 
John Hackett sought clarification on how many people, released on VS/ER, had been 
matched into posts. 
 
ACTION:  Marion Nicholson to provide the required information to John Hackett. 
 

(iv) POD Policies:  Revised Plan 

Lindsay Docherty informed members of the revised timescales for the implementation of 
POD Policies, and the widened consultation process now being used to consult the 
core group of managers responsible for implementation.  She expressed the view 
that this approach had increased partnership working across the Service, and 
provided a more robust process ensuring everybody with involvement and responsibility 
for day-to-day management has opportunity to input. 
 
Lindsay updated members in regard to the following Policies: 
 Death in Service:  a final draft had been prepared from feedback and issued for final 

comment; SLT to be advised of comments and approval sought; 
 Dignity at Work:  the current policy and handbook were being developed following 

feedback; 
 Code of Conduct:  work nearly completed to develop the final draft, which would then be 

issued for final comment; it was hoped this would be ready to be issued to staff within 
the next two months; 

 Dual Contracts:  the timescale for this was revised to early 2015; 
 Red Policies:  consultation on these was open to 13 June; 
 Special Leave and Maternity, Paternity and Adoption Leave:  Principles papers to be 

approved by SLT and Staffing Committee and will be issued to Representative Bodies for 
comment, with early draft of policies to follow thereafter.  

 
Derek Jackson referred to a meeting that had taken place last week, when the 
Representative Bodies had the opportunity to comment and feedback, and which had 
proved to be very beneficial.  He looked forward to the same format in future. 
 

Members noted the content of the report and the progress being made in relation 
to the POD policies contained within it, as well as the revised timescales for the 
implementation of these. 
 

(v) Whistleblowing Policy 
Lindsay Docherty informed members that a draft Whistleblowing Policy was under 
development.  It was noted that: 
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 This hadn’t originally been scheduled in the Forward Plan, but had now been included; a 
paper on the subject would be considered by the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee 
on 10 June; 

 An employee Impact Assessment was being carried out by Denise Rooney; 
 It would be a stand-alone Policy which would be referenced in the Code of Conduct; on 

conclusion of the consultation process, it would be referred to the SFRS Board for final 
approval. 

 
John McFadden sought clarification regarding whether or not similar policies from 
antecedent services had been taken into account.  Lindsay confirmed that the Policy under 
development was based on good practice guidelines, and would be considered in 
conjunction with legacy Policies. 
 

Members noted the work being done by the Employee Relations and Policy 
Development Team in relation to the development of a Whistleblowing Policy. 
 

10. POD ANNUAL OPERATING PLAN 
(i) Firefighter Fitness:  Progress Report 

Karen Lockhart advised that a progress report, provided to the SFRS Board last week, was 
well received and approved.  The next stage was to plug the identified gaps as previously 
discussed. 
It was noted that: 
 SFRS was currently in the process of recruiting four Fitness Technicians, and had secured 

transitional funding; 
 Prior to the individuals taking up post, a meeting would be held with the Representative 

Bodies with a view to engagement with staff within fitness teams to ensure they 
understand targets, and the need to plug any gaps in training; 

 It was anticipated the Technicians would be in place by July and this would be followed 
by relevant training; 

 The Firefighter Fitness Working Group would consider future standards and reconvene 
in July; the Representative Bodies were invited to sit at that table; 

 The interim standard would go live on Friday along with a campaign to support the 
launch. 

 
(ii) Occupational Health & Wellbeing Services:  Next Steps 

Best Value Review  
Karen Lockhart advised that this would be considered by the Staffing Group, followed by a 
Board development day on 22 July. 
 
It was noted that: 
 An implementation plan was being developed, and briefing sessions would be carried 

out in preparation for implementation; 
 There would be a series of one-to-one meetings with those affected by the changes; 
 The financial implications had been checked by the Finance & Contractual Services team, 

and the review was ready for implementation after 22 July. 
 
John McFadden expressed appreciation of a very good and productive piece of work in 
developing the standards, and putting in place the necessary support and guidance for 
individuals prior to the training fitness test.  This would protect both the Service and 
individuals. 
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John Hackett offered congratulations, and commented that it was helpful to see internal 
upskilling of individuals. 
 

11. HR-OD 
Pay and Reward Project:  Progress Report 
On behalf of Geri Thomson, Lindsay Docherty updated members on current progress within 
the Pay and Reward Project, as well as an overview of the action plan for the remainder of 
the project.  This included information regarding the key areas of job evaluation addressed 
to date. 
 
John McFadden referred to the Terms and Conditions Workstream and sought clarification 
on who would lead for the Fire Brigades Union. 
 
It was noted that John McFadden would contact Anne Clouston, the HR Lead for this 
project in order to identify the FBU Lead on the Terms and Conditions Workstream and 
advise.   
 

12. AOCB 
(i) ICT Strategy 

Sarah O’Donnell advised that the ICT Strategy was under development, and had been 
considered by the SLT as well as the Board at a Board development day.  She was 
endeavouring to complete the formal consultation process, and proposed arranging an 
opportunity for the Representative Bodies to see a presentation on this issue sometime 
after June. 
 
John McFadden requested that the Representative Bodies be given sight of draft Equality 
Impact Assessments (EIAs).  Lindsay Docherty confirmed that, in moving forward, EIAs would  
be completed before a document was circulated for consultation. 
 
In regard to the draft POD Strategy, Peter Heath advised that an EIA was currently being 
considered by Elaine Gerrard.   
 

(ii) Bargaining & Negotiating Structure 
John Hackett commented that a meeting was yet to take place with Diane Vincent.  Karen 
Lockhart advised that 6-weekly meetings were to be arranged for this purpose. 
 

13. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 Thursday 17 July 2014 @ 2pm:  2nd floor dormitory, Perth fire station. 
 


